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The best education you’ll get is traveling.  Nothing teaches 

you more than exploring the world and accumulating 

experiences. 

Mark Patterson 
 

 

Tuesday, February 20 through Sunday, March 12, 2023-Country Aire Estates, Dade City, Florida-

Part Two:  

 

Warning…this issue contains photos of a lot of cool cars, so if 

youre not a confirmed motor-head, you may want to skip through 

most of it…you’ve been warned! 

 

A bucket list item for Jeff and I has been the Tampa Bay Automotive Museum, located in Pinellas 

Park, Florida.  This 19,000 square foot facility was created by Mr. Alain A. Cerf, the inventer and 

developer of Polypack.  Mr. Cerf assembled his vast collection over a lifetime by focusing on 

vehicles that exibit unique creativity or encompass inovative engineering designs.  Many are one 

of a kind vehicles that are extrememly rare…but that being said, most of them are fully 

operational, adequetly insured, and legally registered so he can drive them in parades, or utilize 

them as daily drivers. 

 

So, what is Polypak you ask…well, if you’ve ever struggled to liberate your 24 bottle rack of 

store-bought water bottles from their shrink wrap prison, then you have encountered Polypak! 

 

The first auto we encountered was a 1951 Reyonnah. 

 



 
 

This four wheeled vehicle with a wide front track, was designed and built in France.  It was 

capable of carrying a driver and one passanger who sat behind the driver.  The 125cc displacement 

rear engine propelled the dimutive vehicle to 59 MPH with a driving range of only 32 miles per 

tank of gas.  There were two unique engineering features to the Reyonnah.  The first being that the 

rear engine hatch could be articulated up and forward to provide sun or rain protection for the 

passanger…however the engine was now expossed to the elements.  The second was the front 

wheels could be hinged inward rendering the vehicle with a very narrow width so as to park two of 

them side by side in a normal sized parking space.  Neither of these features appealed to the buying 

public, and the Reyonnah Motor Car Company folded after only sixteen cars were built…this 

example is the prototype and carries the serial number of #1. 

 

The museums 1927 Avions Voison is the only know example of this unusual automobile.   

 



 
 

A four cylinder 1600 cc sleve valve engine propelled the car to a top speed of 65 MPH.  The body 

was shapped to fit the average human offering more arm and hip room, and less head room.  It 

features three trunks, one in the rear, and two on either side forward of the front doors.  This 

placement better distributes the cargo weight to provide for a more stable ride. 

 

NOTE:  Attention gear-heads, a video of an operating Sleeve Valve Engine is posted on Tucker’s 

YouTube Channel at:  https://youtu.be/DnPEkkb1Lgc 

 

In my opinion, one of the prettiest vehicles in the collection is the 1952 Jaguar XK-120. 

 

 

https://youtu.be/DnPEkkb1Lgc


 

A product of Great Britain, this quintessential sports car, is equipped with a 3441cc dual overhead 

cam six-cylinder engine producing a top speed of 120MPH.  These early Jaguars are highly sought 

after by sports car collectors and demand prices in the six-figure range. 

 

The collection also contains some historic race cars, such as this 1920’s era front wheel drive 

example.   

 

 
 

Designed and built by American Harry Miller, it features a Ford 200 CID Model A engine. The 

engine was modified with era available speed equipment which raised the normally sedate 40 HP 

engine to an astonishing (for its day) 113 horsepower which provided the lightweight racer a top 

speed of over 100 MPH.  This particular car has been recognized as the ancestor of the modern 

Indy racecar. 

 

Another one-of-one automobile in the collection is this 1965 Ford Mustang. 

 



 
 

An all-wheel-drive (AWD) version of the iconic pony car was a collaboration between Ford Motor 

Company and England’s Harry Ferguson Research Laboratory where, in addition to the drivetrain 

enhancements, an early anti-lock-braking system was adapted as well.  The prototype AWD 

Mustang was then pitted against a stock version to judge the suitability of these state of the art 

enhancements for future production by Ford.  The AWD Mustang outperformed its stock brother 

in all aspects of handling and braking…however, the corporate suits were worried that the 

American buying public would not spend the anticipated $500.00 up charge on the $2,427.00 

MSRP Mustang so the project was shelved.. 

 

Yet another unique Ford automobile in the museum is this interesting 1929 Ford Model A. 

 



 
 

The otherwise stock Ford has an innovated fuel system feeding its 200 CID engine.  Called a 

Gasogene Hydrogen System (shortened to Gas-O-Gen), the apparatus on the rear of the car is a 

“coal to hydrogen conversion system”.  During WWII gasoline was heavily rationed around the 

world, so the Gas-O-Gen was offered by Ford Motor Company to address the need for alternative 

fuels.  Coal is burned in the black painted combustion chamber, then the subsequent fumes are 

filtered in the green painted canister, after which the resultant purified hydrogen is feed directly 

into the engines stock carburetor.  The process takes approximately 15 minutes to generate fuel, 

the engine sufferers a 25% reduction of power, and the Gas-O-Gen system burns 40 pounds of coal 

an hour at cruising speed.  During the war, hundreds of thousands of vehicles, most of which were 

in Europe, were running on Gas-O-Gen.  Very few of these vehicles survive, however the 

museums car runs great and is driven frequently on charcoal briquettes purchased at Home Depot.  

As a side note, today many municipal power plants operate on a similar fuel called Syngas.    

 

There were many additional unique vehicles contained within the Tampa Bay Automobile 

Museum. 

 



 
 

So, if you are ever in the Tampahttps://youtu.be/DnPEkkb1Lgc area, we highly recommend 

visiting this facility…even Catherine and Kit enjoyed viewing the collection! 

 

Next, since we were near the Gulf of Mexico… 

 

 
 

…Jeff drove down the coastline through various Florida Beach communities… 

 

 



 
 

….which the girls especially liked! 

 

 
 

They were also comforted by the fact that there were two rather robust airbags directly in front of 

them! 

 

Along the way, we pulled into this eating establishment that used an intriguing marketing ploy. 

 



 
 

The owner is a fan of the renowned Florida resident… 

 

 
 

…Ernest Hemingway!  The fishing pole shown was donated to the restaurant’s owner by the wife 

of Joe Russel, the barkeep at a renowned Key West tavern…Sloppy Joe’s.  The story goes that 

Papa Hemingway used the fishing pole to catch 54 Marlin in one season back in the 1930’s! 

 

We all enjoyed freshly harvested fish and shellfish. 

 



 
 

And I went for the … 

 

 
 

…fried Conch meat, which was delicious! 

 

As the sun began its plunge into the gulf… 

 



 
 

…we headed back to the campground pleased in the knowledge that Kit and I enjoyed an 

enjoyable day with great friends! 

 

 

A few days later, we four clammered in Jeff’s new truck, and drove the back roads… 

 

 
 

…to Ellenton in order to visit Pat, a longtime friend and fellow square dancer.  After visiting in her 

home, Pat treated us to a meal at one of her favorite restaurants… 

 



 
 

…Anna Maria Oyster Bar which sits on a saltwater estuary. 

 

 
 

Where we enjoyed… 

 



 
 

…lively conversation and some great food! 

 

 
 

I particularly liked the succulent fried clams…some of the best I’ve enjoyed this trip! 

 

Sadly, Pat lost her husband Sterlin a few years ago… 

 



 
 

…following a lingering illness, which he courageously fought. 

 

Pat and Sterlin are Maine natives and relocated to Florida in retirement.  Happily, Pat has just 

secured a nice condo at an Adult Care Home near where we live.  It’ll be great to have Pat back in 

her home state once again. 

 

The four of us thoroughly enjoyed visiting with Pat, thanks for the hospitality…looking forward to 

seeing you in Maine soon! 

 

 

On two of the days while at Country Aire Estates, Jeff and Catherine went off on a previously 

scheduled trip.  So, Kit and I took that opportunity to explore the small town (population 7393) of 

Dade City.  

 



 
 

Where we walked the downtown streets marveling at the unique architectural details of the town’s 

public buildings. 

 

And enjoyed a great meal at an area institution… 

 

 
 

…Lunch on Limoges!  The genesis of the name came from their decision to serve great southern 

fare on French Limoges Dishware.  Established in 1924, when a young O.N. Williams traded his 

new Oldsmobile Convertible for the property which he developed into a five-and-dime store with a 

lunch counter. 



Even though Kit and I walked in a half hour before closing, the wait staff was happy to take our 

order… 

 

 
 

…and were not impatient as we leisurely dined.  

 

We started with a southern favorite… 

 

 
 

…fried green tomatoes! 

 



Then I enjoyed the… 

 

 
 

… pastrami grilled cheese and Kit consumed a chicken salad sandwich…both of which were 

delicious! 

 

Upon leaving, our waitress presented us a bag of their mini muffins that were left over which was 

very thoughtful. 

 

A nice day in a town we’ve visited in the past but never really explored. 

 

 

This being Florida, there are a lot of older folks about this time of the year, and some of them are 

automobile enthusiasts.  On the first Saturday of each month there is an antique and special interest 

car cruise-in to the streets of downtown Dade City. 

 



 
 

Here Jeff is discussing the fine point of this gentleman’s 1955 Chevrolet hardtop which is… 

 

 
 

…very similar to me dear departed brother’s car!  Same color, same modern drivetrain…the only 

difference is that Dewey’s 55 Chevy is a two-door post. 

 

Other cars participating on this fine Saturday morning ware… 

 



 
 

…a Ford Victoria hot rod… 

 
 

…with a classic old-school flathead motor. 

 

There was also a nice Ford T-Bucket… 

 



  
 

…with the trucks name… 

 

 
 

…proudly painted on the tailgate. 

 

And a perennial favorite of mine… 

 



 
 

…a 1959 Corvette roadster.  Back in my teenage years, this car that I lusted over was going for the 

unattainable sum of $1500.00.  Today that restored Vet is worth north of $100,000.00…still 

unattainable! 

 

Well, I thought I could close out our stay at Country Aire Estates with this journal…however, with 

many more adventures to report on, and currently at my self-imposed journal length of 20 pages, 

the remaining items will be in the next report. 

 

 
 



Goodnight! 

 

 

Kit’s Bit’s: My dear husband will NEVER tire of looking at old cars!  I guess it’s better than 

chasing girls, so I shouldn’t complain.  These cars were beautifully restored.  Plus, there were lots 

of old-time things in the display, such as oil cans, etc.  Cathy & I got a lot of walking in, too!    


